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Body scanners coming to Canadian airports
CBC News, January 5, 2010

Dozens of body scanners will be installed in Canadian airports to comply with
new U.S. security protocols, the federal government confirmed Tuesday.
Rob Merrifield, minister of state for transport, said 44 scanners ordered on
Tuesday will be used on passengers selected for secondary screening at Canadian airports. CBC News has confirmed that the machines, which can scan
through clothing, be installed in Vancouver, Calgary, Edmonton, Winnipeg,
Toronto, Ottawa, Montreal and Halifax.The system, tested over the last year
in British Columbia at the Kelowna Airport, allows a screening officer to see
whether someone is carrying plastic explosives or other dangerous items.
The plan to use the technology has stirred controversy because the scanner
produces a three-dimensional outline of a person’s naked body.

Privacy concerns addressed

Chantal Bernier, the assistant privacy commissioner, said in October the
national air-security agency had successfully answered her office’s questions
about the project. Under the plan approved by the privacy chief, the officer
would view the image in a separate room and never see the actual traveller.
Only people singled out for extra screening would be scanned, and they would
have the option of getting a physical search instead. Merrifield and Transport
Minister John Baird said after an individual has successfully passed through the
scanning, the information and images will not be stored, transmitted or printed
in keeping with Canada’s privacy laws.
The scanners cost $250,000 each, including parts and training. The first 12
scanners ordered will arrive next week, said Baird, with the remaining 32 coming over the next six to 10 weeks.
Baird said it takes about five days to train airport personnel to use the macont. page 4
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From Your President

W

e had an excellent turnout for the February 7
meeting -- 37 members, new folks and guests.
(I thought we’d lose more to Olympic transit changes
and the SuperBowl) It’s now the end or our renewal
campaign for 2010 and we’ve had a great response
from the Coquitlam folks for sign up. I guess I’m going to have to stop calling them ‘the Coquitlam folks’
since they are now Vancouver chapter members and
half of them don’t live in Coquitlam anyway.
My apologies to those who came out expecting to see Anne Schmidt of
Hollister do a product demo at this meeting. As this presentation had been
confirmed as far back as November, and I was not getting any replies to
calls or emails from Anne after the no-show, I contacted Christofer Stefani,
Territory Manager for Hollister. He told me that Anne had left Hollister in
December without informing anyone that she had a speaking engagement
with us! Christofer is extremely sorry he did not know this commitment had
not been honoured and wishes to extend his apologies to everyone at the
meeting, especially those who drove a considerable distance to attend. We
will definitely re-schedule Hollister at a future date.
Because we had the extra time we were able to have more of a question
and answer session with our new attendees, several of whom were only
scant weeks or months out of surgery, and another who had travelled all the
way from Princeton. How do you know if you’re exercising too much and
what is safe? How do you prevent a flange from slipping? Should one use
lotion, what kind of cleaner? What do you do if they want to see your appliance at the airport?? Quite a lot of hands went up during all this. In the future I’d like to make more time at each meeting for people to ask questions,
get feedback from others or just visit in general so we’ll try to keep chapter
business to a minimum. The cookies looked like they were a hit, too. [By the
way, if anybody wants to bring baking to a meeting, why feel free!]
Does anybody ever forget the day they had surgery? Or the days leading up to that operation? Or the ups and downs of learning to take care of
our bodies? Nobody forgets, ever. With this in mind I circulated a survey at
the Feb. meeting. In it were just three questions: What did you worry about
most before surgery? What is your best tip for managing your ostomy? and
What’s the best advice you ever got and who gave it to you? Most prevalent
answer to the first question was fear of leaks, odour and having accidents
at night. Tips and advice ranged from specific tricks to ones’ general attitude. Our ET nurses got a big nod as a majority of responses mentioned
the importance of working with one’s ET nurse to find solutions to fitting or
skin problems. Several of our nurses were mentioned by name and definitely
have their own fan clubs! For some of the responses to the survey, see the
New Patients’ Corner on page 8. Thanks to everybody who filled one out.
Speaking of chapter business, we presented the topic of changing the
venue for our annual Christmas party. February may seem rather early to be
talking about Christmas functions, but halls are booked far in advance of
the Christmas season. For many years our party luncheon has been held at

the Holiday Inn on Broadway. It’s
a pleasing space but rising costs
have become a factor, as is the difficulty in finding parking. With this
in mind we are considering Cheers
Restaurant and Catering on the
North Shore. The cost for food and
wine is considerably cheaper which
will allow us to lower the price per
head plus the menu is more varied. Street parking is more plentiful or else one can pay $1.50 per
two hours in the lot as opposed to
$10.00 at the Holiday Inn. Cheers
hosts a number of club and seniors’ functions throughout the year
and is well-known for their community support. In 2009. they won
the 2009 North Shore News Readers’ Choice Award for Best Catering. The drawbacks to Cheers are
an unfamiliar location for some,
plus there are stairs leading up
to the banquet hall. Because the
banquet hall is classed as a private
function area, it does not have the
usual requirment of an elevator.
Overall, Cheers is not as glamorous as the Holiday Inn. So you
see, there are pros and cons to
both locations. We may lose some
attendees who don’t want to go to
the North Shore and we may gain
some for whom that location is
closer to home.
Many thanks to Graham Drew
who has hung up his book bag
after two years shepherding our
library of books, DVD and video
resources -- thanks for stepping
up, buddy. And welcome to our
new keeper of Library Resources,
Norma Primiani!
Well, by the time you get this
the Olympics will be be over -- on
to the Para Olympics! GO CANADA, EH!

Debra

Letters & News
TURN OFF YOUR TV
FOR A BETTER NIGHT’S
SLEEP
(from Prevention Magazine, Jan
08)
Want a superior sleep? Try cutting back on nighttime television
and computer time. Heavy users
of electronic media right before
bed (3 1/2 hours or more) were almost twice as likely to report poor
sleep quality than lighter users (2
1/2 hours or less) -- despite getting
about the same amount of nightly
shuteye, found a study of 5,875
adults at Japan’s Osaka University. To ensure a good night’s rest,
spend more time reading before
bed, and record shows to watch
during the day.
STOMA INNOVATIONS:
BY YOU!
Do you have stoma care product
ideas that could make life easier
for those who use them?
Coloplast wants to hear about
them!
People with a stoma know exactly
what they need and often have
great insights into product improvements and innovations…
That’s why Coloplast is pleased
to announce its sponsorship of
“Stoma Innovation- By You!”
“Stoma Innovation- By You!” is
a solution- oriented, on-line community where you can share your
stoma care product innovations
directly with a member of the
Coloplast R&D team. In order to
encourage creative thinking, “innovation contest” are initiated on
a regular basis and help generate
product solutions for topics identified by users, examples include:

“leakage prevention”, “filter improvements” and “minimizing noise from
gas”.
“Stoma Innovation- By You!” also
offers video lessons on how to sketch
your ideas to ensure they are explained in a comprehensive way. Once
the product ideas are sketched, they
can be submitted directly to a member
of the Coloplast R&D team.
Every contest has a winner and a cash
prize.
“Stoma Innovation- By You!” is
sponsored by Coloplast, but it is administered by users for users - in fact,
Coloplast employees are not allowed
on the site unless they are part of the
Coloplast R&D team.
The website began in February 2009,
has almost 1500 members and has
held 7 contests.
If you have any product innovation
ideas, please visit:

www.stoma-innovation.com

Your idea may be a winner!
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BODY SCANNERS. cont. from page 1

chines. Transport Canada will also set
up an airport watch system to look for
suspicious passengers and tab them
for enhanced screening, Baird said. He
said the new system will not affect passengers under 18 years of age.

Canada examining U.S. rules carefully

Security personnel using the scanners
will see images like these when passengers pass through the scanners.
Transport Canada said Monday that
the enhanced security measures on
flights to the U.S. will remain in place
until further notice. Travellers to the
U.S. from Yemen, Nigeria, Saudi Arabia
and 11 other countries face full body
pat-downs before boarding. Meanwhile,
the U.S. government could be looking
at more airport security measures.
“We’re going to take a look at these
measures very carefully and we may
arrive at different conclusions,” Prime
Minister Stephen Harper said in an exclusive interview Tuesday with the CBC’s
Peter Mansbridge.
The focus on security measures stems
from the failed attempt by a Nigerian
man to set off a bomb on a flight from
Amsterdam to Detroit on Christmas
Day.

Is that a bomb or an
ostomy, sir? Could
this be the future of
air travel?

How will these new security measures affect
people with ostomies?

Although an ostomy appliance will clearly show on an
airport body scan nobody is going to be denied boarding their flight once you explain what the appliance is.
We are currently advised that not all passengers will be
scanned and if you are requested to undergo a body
scan you can ask for a physical search instead. Many
of us who travel by air have already been through pat
downs and even private searches. Such things usually consist of taking off your shoes and showing the
bottoms of your feet, being patted down by a security
officer of the same sex as you and possible requests
to lift your shirt, or roll down your waistband. For the
great majority of us, our appliance is visible above the
waistband and we may be asked, ‘What is that?”. You
can say it’s an ileostomy or urostomy but chances are
the official won’t know what those two terms are. If you
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want to keep things short and sweet,
you can say it’s a colostomy. Other
travellers are not interested in your
personal body search; they just want
to get their personal items and get
out of there the same as you do.
Again, you do have the right to ask
to be searched in a private room,
by an official of the same sex as you
if you’re uncomfortable with being
searched or questioned in a more
public area. Simply say, ‘May I have
a private room for this?” You have
the right to be treated in a respectful,
professional manner.
In very rare cases customs officers ignorant about ostomies have
asked individuals to remove their
appliance. Ask to speak with the
supervisor on staff if you are put in
this position. Or wear a clear bag
through customs. Nobody’s going to
argue with THAT.
You too have a responsibility to
act in a courteous manner towards
airport security -- being uncooperative, belligerant or just plain rude isn’t
going to get you anywhere but into
a little office with a lot of seriouslooking uniforms standing around.
Yes, scanners are intrusive and an
invasion of privacy. But if you want to fly, you’re going to
be stuck with the possiblity of being scanned. Wear your
best underwear.

Airport Security — Some Personal
Experiences!
Internet ostomy forums have some interesting
letters sent in from folks who have travelled with
increased security measures. Here are a few of
their stories:

From a retired Nebraska vet:

I am a 100% disabled veteran with military ID and
I still get the third degree over the bulging pouch
(it loves to fill unexpectedly before the pat down.
I warn them when it becomes a pat-down issues
what is in there and in the same breath tell them
I am used to the extra inspection process....”so
what do we need to do next?” I think in my many

travels the airport I use most is the strictest. But,
as an educator I have found my best tactic is to be
informative and develop a cooperative based relationship from the start. Hopefully, that will prepare
them better for those that will follow me.
Now, my wife the W.O.C. nurse is the one that
put them through their paces in D.C. a year or so
ago. She had been to a conference where the
makers of Wilma Wound Foot was having a sale
she couldn’t pass up. This thing looks and feels
like the real McCoy... wounds and all. They sold
her the foot and carrying case. The nut had it with
her as a carry-on and when going through inspection.... she still talks about the inspector stepping
back away from the screen and declaring, “We
have a foot here!” They made her show them her
real feet. We still laugh about what that was supposed to prove.
The moral of the story is, don’t be embarrassed
anymore. Now, they have seen everything and
they even admitted it when they were done with
my wife!
From the Mother-in-law of a customs official,
New York:
Let me start by saying, pre-ostomy, I worked in
the United Kingdom for many years, flying back
and forth between Newark, or Philadelphia and
Glasgow and Heathrow. Pre 9/11 I was amazed
by the hightened security overseas (guns, more
intense screenings and such) and the lack of security here. Working over there at the height of “mad
cow” made for some interesting travel, I had my
shoes irradiated more often than not. And having
metal in my knees from surgeries did not help the
screening process. Patdowns were frequent and
instead of getting highly humiliated, I’d laugh and
say it’s the curse of a forty something widow, a pat
down and then free to go.. lol [laugh out loud]
Flying is not a freedom nor a right, and my opinion is if someone wants to “see” what I have under
my shirt or around my knees so be it. I happen to
have chunky legs and when the metal in my knees
sets the detector off, even the hand wand the first
question I get is what else do you have under your
pant legs. Umm.. that would be short chunky legs
sort of like cut off telephone poles, I show em and
I laugh.
Security comes with the option of flying, follow
security regulations or walk. You are all free to
board a bus, a train or your own personal vehicle. I’d much rather have my belly examined than
someone using an ostomy bag as a decoy filled
with explosives get on the plane and potentially

harm hundreds of lives.
A certain Homeland Security Employee happens
to be my Son in Law, so calling him any names is
reserved for my right only (JOKE here folks). For
what it’s worth he is a great guy, not a perv, who
married my daughter last March. He started working with TSA right after 9/11 at our local international airport and has been promoted through the
ranks, now working for Homeland Security.
Pssst... for what it’s worth.. I have been patted
down in front of him, being the Mother-in-Law
there is no special treatment!

From a Calgary Traveller:

On December 9 I flew from Calgary to Detroit to
Miami to San Juan, Puerto Rico. I had no issues
at all and was allowed to bring my G2 drinks on
board with me through security after I told them I
was diabetic. After they saw my glucometre they
asked no further questions. I did mention my ostomy and they didn’t care less about it. The G2
was for dehydration in particular, not because I’m
diabetic, but they didn’t care about that part.
Coming home from Puerto Rico to Toronto to
Calgary was a bit different. I had several G2 this
time and they opened each of them up and used
a “sniffer” on them to ensure there were no chemicals. Again, they had no issue with the drinks after
seeing my glucometre. I did, however, set off the
metal detector every time I stepped through despite wearing yoga pants and a t-shirt. I took out
the only metal I was wearing, my barrette. Again,
it went off. They put me into a glass booth and still
it went off. I told them I had an ostomy and they
said that wouldn’t set it off. Turns out it was the
underwire on my new bra!
On all legs of the flights I mentioned the ostomy
and diabetes in conjunction with my beverages
and not one of them didn’t know what an ostomy
was and all were respectful (ie they couldn’t have
cared less) about it. If you need drinks through security because of the dehydration issue get a note
from your doctor. The first security person in Calgary was the only person who mentioned that but
that was before they saw my glucometre.
How come you can’t take sealed water through
security, which they’re perfectly capable of using
a sniffer on anyhow, but you can buy flammable
booze at duty free and take it on board with you??
Figure that one out ... !
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The Disability Tax Credit and You -- Reprint, Mar/April 2008
If you have a colostomy, ileostomy or urostomy, and
regularly submit a tax return every year, you may be
eligible for a tax credit. All or part of this amount may be
transferred to your spouse or common law partner, or to
another supporting person. The form does not come with
your standard income tax package, it must be ordered
separately. It is called Form #2201.
HOW DO YOU FILL OUT THIS FORM?
The first part includes a self-assessment questionnaire for
the individual to complete to see if he or she is eligible. You
may find you are confused by what the form means when
it uses the terms ‘impairment’, ‘disability’ or ‘markedly’.
These terms are not well explained on the form.
IMPAIRMENT is an anatomical and/or physiological loss
or damage to the body -- such as an amputation, or severe
arthritis, or loss of sight. All ostomates have a degree of
impairment, in that we have lost a part of our body -rectum, bowel or bladder -- necessary for normal function,
and in most cases, this is permanent.
MARKEDLY and DISABILITY refer to the degree to which
an impairment alters one’s daily life -- in other words what
effect this has on one’s ability to function. This is what your
doctor will be asked to assess in Part B of the form. He or she
will be required to verify the duration (how long you have
had the ostomy and whether or not it is permanent) and
the effects of the impairment (ostomy) on your ability to
function normally. The doctor will need to certify that you
are ‘markedly restricted in a basic activity of daily living’.
Essentially, the doctor must certify that either the patient
‘needs the assistance of another person to empty and tend
to their appliance on a daily basis’, or that the care of the
ostomy requires an ‘inordinate amount of time’.
If you require assistance to manage your ostomy, or if
you spend significantly more time than a normal person
managing elimination, you qualify for this tax credit. Form
2201 does not provide room to expand upon these factors,
therefore, we recommend that you describe your daily
functions in a separate letter which your doctor will need
to verify. Some examples of factors which would support
your application would be:
- frequent need to change your appliance (ie more than
once a day)
- difficulty in cleaning/changing/maintaining the
appliance due to rheumatoid arthritis, poor eyesight or
mobility issues
- the need for another person to assist you in ostomy
management
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- lengthy amount of time required to irrigate
- frequency and duration of accidents
- restrictions on mobility (ie confined close to home, or
bathroom mapping due to high-maintenance ostomy)
- lengthy amount of time spent on changing the appliance
due to special fitting and/or skin problems
- disruptions to rest and sleep due to leakage/need to clean
up
- unusual number of times per day/night you need to empty
the appliance
Doctors’ time is at a premium these days and most will
charge a fee for writing a supporting letter. (Some may
charge just for ticking off the boxes in the form) And even
if you have been going to the same doctor for years, you
can’t realistically expect them to know all the details of your
management routine. You should write your own letter, in a
clear and concise manner that can be efficiently read by your
doctor, and let him or her verify it. You should be prepared
to explain anything that he or she questions.
You can send Form T2201 at any time of the year, but it’s
recommended that you submit it before you file your income
tax return. If you send it in later, or at the same time, it
will still be processed but this may take longer for your
submission to be assessed. If you are deemed ineligible, the
form will not affect the outcome of your usual tax return.
How much you get back will vary depending on your income,
and when your ostomy surgery was first performed. Once you
have been accepted as eligible for the DTC, you do NOT need
to re-apply with your doctor again. You will be registered
with Revenue Canada as eligible, and can claim the standard
disability deduction on the standard income tax form.
If your ostomy is temporary, you can still apply for the
Disability Tax Credit and may be eligible for the period of
time that you have the ostomy until you can be reversed.
Revenue Canada may review your case to ascertain that you
still have the ostomy.
HOW DO YOU OBTAIN THIS FORM?
You can call toll-free at:

1-800-959-2221
or order online at

www.cra-arc.gc.ca/forms/
You may be able to print the form directly from the internet,
but some home printers will not reproduce this accurately.
It’s safest to order them from Revenue Canada. When
ordering you should ask for at least two copies, so you have a
working copy for your records.

Buscopan

in a similar situation, this information may save anyone with a blockage some pain an suffering.

Via Calgary Changing Times, Regina
Ostomy News, Nov/Dec. 2009

Pat Cimmeck is a Past President of UOA Canada and is the current
Coordinator of the Youth Camp

Recently, during a trip to the
emergency room for a blockage, I came across some very
helpful information. I hope
that my experience will benefit
someone else in the same situation. This was not the first ileostomy blockage that
I have had. After going to the emergency room and
waiting for an hour, I was taken into an examining
room. When the doctor came to see me, I was in a lot
of discomfort with the usual symptoms, abdominal
cramping, low output and dehydration. In past experiences the emergency doctors had always offered
a narcotic to relieve the pain. I had long wondered
and asked why they wouldn’t prescribe a tranquilizer
or muscle relaxant to relieve the pain instead of a
narcotic like morphine, codeine or lomotil. Narcotics
slow down the motility in the bowel so it made sense
to me to give something that would relax the bowel,
not slow down an already sluggish or non-moving intestine. I never received an adequate answer and was
always given intravenous narcotics to relieve
the pain.
On this occasion, the doctor offered me an antispasmodic drug first instead of a narcotic. He also
thought that this type of medication would be preferable to using a narcotic first. If it didn’t work, there
was always morphine etc. as a backup. The name of
the drug, an anti-spasmodic, is called BUSCOPAN. It
was administered in liquid form through my IV WOW!
What adifference! Within 10 minutes the cramping
and pain were completely gone. I didn’t have the usual
drowsiness or sluggish feeling you can get with a narcotic. It didn’t clear the blockage but certainly made
a remarkable difference in my pain level. I continued
to receive IV fluids and three hours later another dose
of the Buscopan was administered. A couple of hours
later the blockage was slowly resolving and I was able
to go home.
Recovery time on this occasion was much faster
than previous incidents, with more energy and no
sluggishness or drowsiness. You should always check
with a doctor before trying a new medication as we
are all different and there may be a reason why this
drug would not be good for you. But, if you are ever

CHECK YOUR SIZE

By Pat Cimmeck

You’ve never had a problem with leaks before and
your skin never used to itch. Suddenly you’re getting
leaks and itching, what gives? Maybe your barrier
hole is too large! Have you measured your stoma in
the last year? Chances
are you haven’t measured
yourself in a long, long
time. And if you cut your
own appliances maybe
you’ve become sloppy or
complacent. Weight gain
or loss and the normal
aging process can change the way your appliance fits.
Use a measuring template once in a while to make sure
you’re still fitting the appliance snugly around your
stoma.

Lancaster
SALES & RENTALS

We carry all Ostomy Appliance Brands
• Wheel Chairs
• Walkers
• Bath Safety aids
• Incontinent Supplies
• Support Stockings
• Diabetic Supplies

Medical
Supplies &
Prescriptions
Ltd.

873-8585

601 West Broadway,
Vancouver

526-3331

7487 Edmonds, Burnaby

582-9181

DELIVERY
AVAILABLE

13710-94A Avenue, Surrey
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NEW PATIENTS’
CORNER

SKIN CARE

Our skin is the largest organ of our bodies and reflects
multiple systems of health. It makes up to 15% of our
body weight and receives 33% of our circulating blood.
Skin regulates our body temperature. It controls our
sensitivity to touch, heat, cold, pain and pressure. It
protects our underlying tissues. It excretes water and
body toxins. That’s a lot for our skin to do every day!
In order for our skin to function properly, it needs a
constant supply of blood. In the case of a child’s skin,
which is actively growing, the vascular network is extensive. As we get older, this network gets smaller. When
this happens, the following takes place:
• The turnover of our cells slows down from 14 days to
40 days
• Vitamin D function is reduced
• Collagen fibres fracture readily and combine into
clumps that form wrinkles
• The skin will tear more easily and take longer to heal
• Skin can become irritated by things that did not affect it before

THE RISK FACTORS

One or more of these factors may put your skin integrity at risk:
• Obesity, age, smoking or diabetes
• Poor nutritional status
• Impaired sensory perception
• Immunosuppression often caused by steroid therapy
• Chemotherapy and radiation treatment
• Urine or faeces that remain sitting on the skin

GUIDELINES FOR BASIC SKIN CARE:

• Avoid or minimize using antiseptics, disinfectants,
dettols or spirits to clean skin.
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• Avoid lanolin based creams, as these are too oily for
the appliance to stick onto. Water based creams may
work but keep a close watch on your flange in case it
slips
• Avoid perfumed soaps as these can induce an allergic reaction if used over a prolonged period.
• If the abdominal area is hairy, it is recommended
to shave the surrounding skin where the appliance
sticks, using a disposable shaver. You can achieve
better hygiene and the appliance is more comfortable to wear
• If there is a build up of adhesive material on the skin,
adhesive wipes can be used to remove this
• Only use cortisone creams for short periods and
always under the supervision of a doctor. Prolonged
use of cortisone creams can reduce the ability of the
skin to heal.
• Be vigilant about keeping waste off your skin, especially ileostomy output
• Have your ET nurse review your application technique
to make sure you’re cutting and applying the flange
correctly

Favourite Tips

Results of meeting survey filled out by 22 members.
Signing one’s name was optional, most remained
anonymous. There were three questions: Favourite
tip, biggest worry, and what’s the best advice you ever
got?
• Use cut out pieces from the flange as filler for
creases, it works better than paste. (Rajesh Shah)
• Drink lots of water! Slowly build up your tolerance for problem foods (Chris Spencer - ileostomy)
• Rotate the barrier
from one change to
the next [it allows
different areas of your skin to ‘breathe’] For a rash,
ask about prescription Ectosone (a water soluble
cortisone) Don’t overuse as this will thin the skin
with prolonged use. Try different products and
experiment. (Marvin Weintraub)
• Take all your supplies in carry-on when flying!  
(Sandra Morris)
• Work with your ET nurse to feel comfortable;
with the right appliance you won’t get leaks (Inge
Gutzmann)
• Try every brand of pouch & flange to find the

one you like best (Anonymous)
• Oronine H Ointment from Otsuka Pharmaceutical
Fatory, Inc. Tokushima, Japan. On the label, it states
that its compostion is: 20% Chlorhexidine Gluconate
Solution 1%; Hydrophillic ointment base 99%
This realy helped my skin problems. (Maranda Wong)

• Use an ostomy belt to increase wear time
(Anonymous)
• Carry a spare flange and pouch when you go
out to dinner or shopping or the movies (Anonymous)

• Contact the Ostomy Association and meet and
talk to others (Jack Zhang)
• Try irrigation [colostomates only] -- from an ostomy website on the internet (Deb Rooney)
• My ET nurse told me about an ‘intimacy sash’
designed by an ostomate (Anonymous)
• My ET sent me to a doctor who prescribed the
drug Humira which helped me immensely with
skin problems (Anonymous)

• Accept it and move on (Anonymous)

• Talk to other ostomates so you don’t feel so
alone, get their tips (Anonymous)

• Carry tape in your purse to make an emergency
repair if your flange slips (Anonymous)

The most poignant answer regarding best advice
came from an anonymous woman who wrote:

• Empty more often than they tell you to
(Anonymous)

“It was 1960. There was NO advice in
those days.”

TOP TEN
Biggest Early Fears

Our survey probably reflects the age group which
filled it out -- sex and intimacy, playing sports and
travel were not at the forefront of peoples’ comments.
Hands-down the most popular (popular?) concern
regardless of age was leakage.
1. Leaking & odour, especially in public
2. Bag coming off (especially in bed while
sleeping)
3. Telling people about having an ostomy
4. Making a noise
5. Being able to do your job
6. Finding a bathroom in public
7. Showering, bathing and swimming
8. What to wear
9. Sexual relations
10. Being able to travel

What was the best advice you
ever got and who gave it to
you?

The most frequently mentioned advice was to talk
to other ostomates and best advice-givers are our
ET nurses, followed by ostomy visitors and fellow
ostomates.

She then gave her own advice which is perhaps the
best of all: “DON’T GIVE UP!”
o

Ostomy Care & Supply Centre
Our commitment is to provide the best care
and service possible
•
•

Andrea (Andy) Manson
and Muriel Larsen
RN, ET (Ostomy) Nurse
Specialists

•

Free Consultations &
Appliance Fitting
All brands of Ostomy
Supplies
& Accessories
Custom Ostomy
Hernia Belts

Ostomy Care & Supply Centre
2004 - 8th Avenue
New Westminster, BC  V3M 2T5

604-522-4265
1-888-290-6313

www.ostomycareandsupply.com

Located in the West End Medicine Centre Pharmacy
Free parking at the rear of the building and easy access from Skytrain.

FREE delivery in the Lower Mainland
FREE shipping throughout BC
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Dry Skin?

irritation to see their ET nurse first. Then the ET
can contact their doctor or dermatologist and
work with them to find a treatment which takes
into consideration that the person must wear an
appliance and therefore cannot use creams or
ointments.

- Andy Manson, RN, ET

Most   times an ET nurse can solve the skin
problem. o

An ET Nurse’s
Advice

Ostomy Care & Supply Centre, New Westminster

ET’s believe in using the least amount of
products the better!
In the case of dry skin or any other skin problem
the first step is to find out why.  Or what can be
causing the problem.
Sometimes we need to play detective and start
right from the first step.
• What is the person washing their skin with?   
Some soaps can be drying or irritating to the
skin.
• Are they using baby wipes? Or alcohol swaps?
Alcohol can be very drying to the skin.
• Are they using a remover wipe? And if so are
they thoroughly rinsing it off their skin after using
it?
• Are they using a skin barrier wipes such as
Cavilon No Sting wipe?  Skin barrier wipes tend
to coat the skin and create layers so the flange
does not stick to the skin. Sometimes there are
so many layers that it looks like the skin is dry
and peeling.
• Are they using powder? Powder is only used
if the skin is weepy. It is used to absorb the
moisture from the weepy skin to dry out that
area. However, it is important to find out why
there is weepy skin.  Powder should not be used
routinely.
Things NOT recommended for routine skin care
are soaps with lotions such as Dove and Oil of
Olay. They leave a residue on the skin and tapes
do not stick to it.
Some people go to see their doctor /dermatologist
because they have skin irritation under their
flange/appliance. The doctor prescribes a cream
or ointment that needs to be put on 4 times /day.
Then the person come to see us to find out how
they can do that!
I would recommend that if a person has a skin
10 Vancouver Ostomy HighLife - March / April 2010

DID YOU KNOW?
There are at least 1.3
million people in the
world living with a stoma.
An overview of the ostomy market and
ConvaTec’s ostomy model. Global Business
Intelligence Analysis 2004. October, 2004. Data on
file, ConvaTec

PRESCRIPTION EXCELLENCE- OSTOMY
CLINIC IN STORE

CentralVancouver Island’s ONLY store based Ostomy Clinic
with Colette MacAskill, RN, ET (Ostomy Specialist) on staff.
 Long term accessibility, education and support from ET, 		
Ostomy Specialist

 Free consultations and Appliance Fittings in private clinic
 Expert product information and Sampling Program
 Large Ostomy Inventory and Special Orders
 BC Pharmacare receipt
 Competitive pricing
 Custom Ostomy Hernia Belts
FREE DELIVERY of ostomy products island-wide
Store Open 7 days a week.

PHARMASAVE WESTHILL CENTER NANAIMO
1816 Bowen Rd. (next to Tim Hortons)
Phone: 250-740-3880

IBD or IBS? There’s a difference!
Inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) is a chronic inflammatory
condition of the digestive tract. Crohn’s disease and ulcerative
colitis are two forms of IBD. Ulcerative colitis (UC) involves inflammation of the inner lining of the colon and rectum; Crohn’s
may involve inflammation anywhere in the digestive tract from
mouth to rectum.
IBD is sometimes confused with Irritable Bowel Syndrome (IBS).
The names are somewhat similar. Although both conditions
have some symptoms in common, they are very different conditons with causes that are treated differently. With irritable bowel syndrome symptoms may be caused by lifestyle factors such
as stress, diet, hormones and abnormalities in the rate at which
the bowel moves material rather than by inflammation.

IBD OR IBS? SOME TYPICAL SYMPTOMS
IBD (Ulcerative Colitis
or Crohn’s Disease)

IBS (Irritable Bowel Syndrome)

Symptoms occur in sudden,
severe flare-ups

Symptoms may be triggered by
eating or stress

Frequent diarrhea

Periods of constipations may occur between bouts of diarrhea

Rectal bleeding

Mucus often appears in stool

Urgent need to use the
bathroom

Urgent need to use the bathroom
(having a bowel movement often
relieves pain)

Abdominal cramping

Abdominal cramping

No relief at night

Symptoms rarely occur during the
night

Increased intestinal gas

Bloating, gas

Weight loss

Nausea

Persistant fatigue

Headache

Anal fistulas and
abscesses, ulcers
within anal canal
(Crohn’s disease
only)

Fatigue

Davies

PRESCRIPTION
PHARMACY LTD.

Davies Pharmacy has been serving the North Shore with quality
medical supplies and pharmaceuticals for 30 years. Our expert
staff of pharmacists, nurses, and
technicians can provide you with
a full range of products for a
healthy life style.
1401 St. Georges
(opposite Lions Gate hospital)

604-985-8771
Nurses & Caregivers !
Our publication “A Handbook
for New Ostomy Patients” is
available FREE of charge for your
patients. Available on-line:
http://www.vcn.bc.ca/
ostomyvr/
or order hard copies from the
editor, HighLife

A Handbook
for
New Ostomy
Patients
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VISITOR REPORT
Another quiet period for our
visitors. Referrals for this
reporting period came from
Richmond General, Lion’s
Gate, Vancouver General and
from independent inquiries:
Colostomy
Ileostomy
Urostomy
Pre-op		
TOTAL		

1
1
2
1
5

Many thanks to my excellent
crew this round: Diana Mercer,
Lloyd Bray, Norma Primiani
and Rebecca Glassford.

A warm welcome
is extended to new
chapter members:
Maranda Wong
Norah Conroy
Liana Taliadouros

THANK YOU TO THE
FOLLOWING FOLKS
FOR THEIR KIND
DONATIONS TO THE
CHAPTER
Louise Hemming,
Norah Conroy, Mary
Cairns, D. Fraser
Campbell, Tom
Adams, Maranda
Wong, Ed Mulock,
Sharman King,
Deanna McArthur,
Jack Zhang, James
Lee, Betty McEwan
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E T ♥ RESOURCES♥LTD
“The Choice of Experience”TM

Ostomy Clinic & Supply Centre
Services

Clinic visits by appointment with specialized
E.T. Nursing Care.
Hours of operation for clinic visits are Tuesday,
Wednesday and Thursday, 11 am to 5 pm.
Pre-operative teaching and stoma site marking
Post-operative instruction and supplies for caring for your
ostomy
Assessments and fittings for pouching systems
Information and care for various ostomies
Skin care

Supplies

All brands of ostomy supplies and products
Expert product information
Fittings for support belts
Pharmanet billing
Phone:

AUGUST 18 - 21, 2010

The Hotel room rate is $149.00 plus applicable
taxes. Accommodation at the Delta Sydney must
be booked no later than May 15, 2010 to guarantee this rate. Then early bird (before July 1,2010 )
Conference Registration fee is $140 ( $150 post
July 1, 2010 ). Details and forms in your current
issue of Ostomy Canada.

604-536-4061

toll-free: 1-877-ET NURSE      fax: 604-536-4018
(1-877-386-8773)      email:etr@infoserve.net

Elaine Antifaev, RN, ET, CWOCN

E T RESOURCES LTD

1 - 1381 George Street, White Rock, BC V4B 4A1

IRRIGATION TIPS, TRIVIA
• To speed up slow evacuations drink a big glass of
water or juice 20 minutes before commencing irrigation. Slow or incomplete evacuations are sometimes
the result of mild dehydration —
instead of flushing the water out,
your bowel will absorb some of
it instead, leaving you without
enough fluid to do the job.
• You may notice an increased
need to pee for a few hours
after irrigating. This is normal
-- although you may think
you’ve evacuated everything
possible from your bowel, some
water may still get absorbed by
the large colon. (It’s a surprisingly
efficient organ in this respect.) From
there it goes to the kidneys and from there, well, right
back out again. Don’t worry about it.
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From the Archives . . .

United Ostomy Association Picnic hosted by Vancouver Chapter, Sunday July 22,
1984 Confederation Park
There were a lot of photos from this picnic 26 years ago. From the look of things it appears that several chapters attended this event as well as ET nurses and numerous kids.

B

elow is the Editor’s Message from the December 1978
issue of Highlife which was delayed due to a postal
strike and subsequent hike in postage. The Christmas Party that year was held at the Richmond Inn Minoru Ballroom.
Admission was a jaw-dropping $3.00 per person with kids
10 and under charged $2.00! Although there is no signature at the bottom, I’m assuming that Muriel Edgar was Editor at this time. Practical, no-nonsense and never one to
hold back if something annoyed her, Muriel’s editorials are
some of the funniest in the archives.

TOP: Dennis Gelean, President and Editor
Central Fraser Valley Chapter (Sean Mair
at right?) MIDDLE: Maureen Grant (centre of photo) RNET Vancouver Chapter
Medical Advisor St. Paul’s Hospital (yes
folks, that nurse IS smoking!!) BOTTOM:
Gail Hawke, RNET, Children’s Hospital
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STOMA CLINICS
IN VANCOUVER / MAINLAND AREA

Pre-surgical counselling and post-operative follow-up.

Surrey Memorial Hospital

Elke Bauer, RN. ET

Tel (604) 588-3328

LANGLEY

VANCOUVER

Vancouver General Hospital
Deb Cutting, RN, ET.
Laura Jean DeVries, RN, ET

855 West 12th Avenue
Tel (604) 875-5788

1081 Burrard Street

Neal Dunwoody, RN, WOCN
Christina Kerekes, RN, ET

Tel (604) 682-2344
Ext. 62917 Pager 54049

Children’s Hospital

4480 Oak Street

Amie Nowak, BSN, RN. ET

Tel (604) 875-2345
Local 7658

Lion’s Gate Hospital

Annemarie Somerville,
RN., ET.
Rosemary Hill, RN., ET

231 East 15th Ave., N. Vancouver

NEW WESTMINSTER

Royal Columbian Hospital

Heather McMurty, RN, ET
Susan Andrews, RN, /
Laurie Cox, RN, ET.
Lucy Innes, RN, ET

Ostomy Care and Supply Centre
Andrea (Andy) Manson, RN. ET.
Muriel Larsen, RN. ET.
(Saturdays 9 - 1)
Lisa Hegler, RN, ET
Christina Kerekes (1 day per week)

Tel (604) 984-5871

Tel (604) 520-4292

Langley Memorial Hospital

Katie Jensen, RN. BSN. ET.
Ostomy Outpatient Clinic

ABBOTSFORD

St. Paul’s Hospital

NORTH VANCOUVER

SURREY

Sharon Fabbi, RN. ET.
Maureen Clarke, RN. BSN. ET.

Tel (604) 534-4121 Local 7422

Abbotsford Regional Hospital
Tel (604) 851-4700
Extension 642213 (Clarke)
646154 (Fabbi)

CHILLIWACK

Chilliwack General Hospital

WHITE ROCK

Peace Arch Hospital

TBA

Tel (604) 795-4141
Extension 447

Margaret Cowper
RN. ET.

Tel (604) 531-5512
Local 757687

RICHMOND
Lauren Wolfe, RN, ET
WHITE ROCK/RICHMOND

Elaine Antifaeve, RN. ET. CWOCN

Richmond General Hospital
Tel 604-244-5235
E. T. Resources, Ltd.
Tel (604) 536-4061

KEIR SURGICAL AND OSTOMY SUPPLIES
Tel 604-879-9101
Lauren Wolfe -- by appointment only, please call Keir to book
Tel (604) 522-4265

THANK YOU to the ET nurses who have let me
know of staffing changes at their worksite! Keep
those updates comin’
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IMPORTANT NOTICE

ADVERTISERS!

Articles and information printed in this
newsletter are not necessarily endorsed by
the United Ostomy Association and may not
be applicable to everybody. Please consult
your own doctor or ET nurse for the medical
advice that is best for you.

Promote your products and services in
HighLife!

DONATIONS AND BEQUESTS
We are a non-profit volunteer association and
welcome donations, bequests and gifts. Acknowledgement Cards are sent to next of kin
when memorial donations are received. Tax receipts will be forwarded for all donations. Donations should be made payable and addressed to:
UOA OF CANADA LTD.
VANCOUVER, BC, CHAPTER
Box 74570, Postal Station G
Vancouver, BC V6K 4P4

Your ad is seen by all chapter members in the
Vancouver area, numerous affiliated chapters
across Canada, ET nurses, and new patients in
hospital. HighLife is published 6 times yearly. Advertising rates
are:
Size:
Size:
Size:
Size

1/6 page
1/4 page
1/2 page
full page

1 issue
1 issue
1 issue
1 issue

$30.00
40.00
60.00
100.00

6 issues
6 issues
6 issues
6 issues

$100.00
150.00
200.00
300.00

If you wish to place a new ad, or upgrade an existing one, please contact the
editor, autodraw@shaw.ca Electronic artwork can be received as well as hard
copy and photo images.

MOVING?

Don’t go missing!! Please phone or
send us your new address.

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION

Vancouver Chapter United Ostomy Association
Membership in the UOA of Canada is open to all persons interested in ostomy rehabilitation and welfare.
The following information is kept strictly confidential.
Please enroll me as a

new

renewal member of the Vancouver Chapter of the UOA.

I am enclosing my annual membership dues of $30.00, which I understand is effective from the date application is received. I wish to make an additional contribution of $

, to support the pro-

grams and activities of the United Ostomy Association of Canada. Vancouver Chapter members receive
the Vancouver Ostomy Highlife newsletter, become members of the UOA Canada, Inc. and receive the
Ostomy Canada magazine.
Name

Phone

Address
City

Postal Code

Year of Birth

email (if applicable):
Type of surgery:

Colostomy

Urostomy

Ileostomy

Continent Ostomy

All additional contributions are tax deductible. please make cheque payable to the
UOA, Vancouver Chapter
and mail to: Membership Coordinator, 34 - 4055 Indian River Drive, North Vancouver, BC V7G 2R7
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